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THE GERM THAT WEARS A CROWN
A STORY ABOUT THE CORONAVIRUS

BY JAVIER ROSADO, PHD AND TATIANA FERNANDEZ, MS
ILLUSTRATED BY JODI SLADE
Gabriel and Jelly were finally walking to school together again. Gabriel’s family had just moved back to Immokalee and he was finally going to be in the same class as Jelly.
TO THEIR SURPRISE, WHEN THEY ARRIVED AT THEIR SCHOOL THERE WAS A SIGN THAT SAID SCHOOL IS CLOSED! GABRIEL AND JELLY WONDERED, "WHAT IS GOING ON?"

"MAYBE WE GET ANOTHER SPRING BREAK!" - GABRIEL SAID.

JELLY QUICKLY RESPONDED - "I DON’T THINK WE ARE THAT LUCKY! LET’S GO TO MY HOUSE AND FIND OUT EXACTLY WHAT IS GOING ON!"
“HELLO, MRS. NECTAR.”

“HI GABRIEL. I’M GLAD THE TWO OF YOU ARE BACK! I JUST GOT A MESSAGE THAT YOUR SCHOOL WILL BE CLOSED FOR A WHILE BECAUSE OF THE CORONAVIRUS.”

JELLY AND GABRIEL LOOKED AT EACH OTHER IN SHOCK.
HAVE YOU EVER HEARD ABOUT THE CORONAVIRUS?
(CIRCLE ONE)

YES  NO

WRITE (OR DRAW) WHAT YOU HAVE HEARD ABOUT THE CORONAVIRUS OR WHAT YOU THINK IT IS:

NOTE TO PARENT/CAREGIVER:
ASK CHILDREN WHAT THEY KNOW ABOUT THE VIRUS AND WHAT THEY HAVE HEARD, THEN LISTEN TO THEIR RESPONSES. ALLOW THEM TO ASK QUESTIONS AND THEN CLARIFY ANY MISUNDERSTANDING THE CHILD MAY HAVE.
JELLY TELLS HER MOM- “WAIT, SCHOOL NEVER CLOSES UNLESS IT’S A HOLIDAY, THE WEEKEND, OR VACATION. THE CORONAVIRUS DOES NOT SOUND LIKE A HOLIDAY!”

MRS. NECTAR LOOKED AT JELLY AND GABRIEL AND SAID- “NO, IT’S DEFINITELY NOT A HOLIDAY!”

“THEN WHAT IS IT?” -JELLY DEMANDED TO KNOW!

“I THINK IT HAS SOMETHING TO DO WITH ROYALTY - LIKE KINGS OR QUEENS!” - EXCLAIMED GABRIEL.

“WHY DO YOU SAY THAT?”- ASKED JELLY.

“BECAUSE CORONA MEANS CROWN IN SPANISH!” -RESPONDED GABRIEL.
MRS. NECTAR ASKED GABRIEL AND JELLY TO SIT WITH HER AND TALK. SHE EXPLAINED - "THE CORONAVIRUS IS A TYPE OF GERM."

"A GERM? EW!" - JELLY GASPED.

"YES, A GERM" - SAID MRS. NECTAR.

"GERMS ARE TINY LITTLE CREATURES; IN FACT, THEY ARE SO SMALL YOU CAN'T EVEN SEE THEM UNLESS YOU ARE LOOKING UNDER A MICROSCOPE" - EXPLAINED MRS. NECTAR.
"YOU SEE, GABRIEL? THE CORONAVIRUS HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH ROYALTY OR CROWNS!" - SAID JELLY.

"NOW WAIT A MINUTE JELLY" - INTERRUPTED MRS. NECTAR. "THE CORONAVIRUS GERM GOT ITS NAME BECAUSE WHEN YOU LOOK AT IT UNDER A MICROSCOPE IT LOOKS LIKE IT’S SURROUNDED BY A "CORONA" OR A HALO."

"A HALO? LIKE THE HALO YOU SEE IN PICTURES OVER AN ANGEL’S HEAD?" - ASKED GABRIEL.

"YES, A HALO IS THE CROWN OF LIGHT YOU SEE OVER AN ANGEL’S HEAD IN DRAWINGS" - SAID MRS. NECTAR.
“OKAY, MAYBE YOU WERE RIGHT THIS TIME GABRIEL” – ADMITTED JELLY.

“So, what’s the big deal about this germ and why can’t we go to school?” – she asked.

Mrs. Nectar explained – “If germs get inside of people’s bodies they like to snuggle in there and stay for a while. Once they are inside, they gobble up a lot of nutrients and take energy away. They can also make someone feel sick. They can have a fever, a cough, or trouble breathing – or experience all three.”
“But germs have been around for a long time and they have never closed our school because of them. What is so special about the coronavirus germ?” - asked Gabriel.

Mrs. Nectar responded - “Well, you see - the coronavirus is a new germ that has never been seen before and it spreads very quickly. You may hear people say that there is an outbreak - that means that the coronavirus germ is getting to people all over the world.”
“SO HOW DOES THE CORONAVIRUS GERM SPREAD?” - ASKED JELLY.

MRS. NECTAR EXPLAINED - “THE MAIN WAY THE GERM SPREADS IS WHEN SOMEONE COUGHS OR SNEEZES AROUND OTHER PEOPLE.”

“THERE ARE LITTLE DROPS THAT COME OUT WHEN WE SNEEZE - LIKE TINY LITTLE RAIN DROPS - AND THE GERMS LIKE TO HOLD ON TO THOSE DROPS. THOSE DROPS CAN LAND IN THE MOUTHS OR NOSES OF PEOPLE WHO ARE NEARBY AND, IF THEY DO, THE GERMS WILL START TO SNUGGLE INSIDE OF THEIR BODY, TOO.”
We all have strong feelings about different things. Sometimes we feel a lot of an emotion and other times we may only feel a little of an emotion. It all depends on the situation.

How do you feel about the coronavirus germ and about the outbreak?

Worried  Sad  Angry  Confused  Other

Note to parent/caregiver:
Talk to children about their feelings and validate their feelings. If they express uncomfortable feelings, don’t feel that you need to make them feel better - simply listen to them and allow them to express themselves.
“WELL, WE HAVE TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT THIS! WE CAN’T LET THE GERMS TAKE OVER!” - SAID GABRIEL.

“YOU ARE RIGHT!” - SAID MRS. NECTAR. “THERE ARE 5 THINGS WE CAN ALL DO TO HELP!”

1. **WASH YOUR HANDS OFTEN:**
   - **Wet your hands & apply soap**
   - **Rub your hands** together to get your hands nice and soapy. Clean the backs of your hands, between your fingers, and under your nails.
   - **Scrub your hands** for at least 20 seconds by singing “HAPPY BIRTHDAY” two times!
   - **Rinse your hands** well with water.
   - **Dry your hands** using a clean towel or air dry them.

2. **Catch your coughs and sneezes! Sneezing and coughing into your elbow instead of on your hands!**

3. **Avoid touching your face—especially your eyes, nose, and mouth!**

4. **Rest! If you feel sick, get some rest so that you can get better and avoid spreading germs.**

5. **Stay home for a while and, if you must go out, stay at least six feet away from other people who do not live with you.**
“THAT ALL SOUNDS GREAT, EXCEPT - STAYING HOME FOR A WHILE!”
- SAID JELLY. “WHAT AM I SUPPOSED TO DO ALL DAY AND WHAT ABOUT
MY FRIENDS? I AM GOING TO MISS THEM SO MUCH.”

WHAT ADVICE CAN YOU GIVE JELLY? HOW DO YOU THINK SHE CAN KEEP
IN TOUCH WITH HER FRIENDS WHILE SHE IS AT HOME?
WHAT FUN ACTIVITIES CAN SHE DO AT HOME?

SOME IDEAS!
JELLY CAN:
- ASK TO BORROW HER MOTHER’S CELL
  PHONE TO CALL HER FRIENDS
- ASK HER MOTHER TO HELP HER SEND
  HER FRIENDS AND FAMILY TEXT MESSAGES
- TRY FACETIME
- SEND NOTES IN THE MAIL
- OTHER: __________
Gabriel looked at his friend and said—"Remember, Jelly, it won’t be this way forever. Soon enough, schools and parks and beaches will be open again."

Until then, we have to do our part to help keep ourselves and others safe!
THE END